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Seventeenth-century Japan in 
Hogok Nam Yong-ik’s Pusangnok 

(1655-1656) 
 
 
Prologue 
Tokugawa Ieyasu (德川家康 1543-1616) made great efforts to reinstate 
diplomatic relations with Chosŏn after the breakdown following 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s 豊臣秀吉 invasion, known in Korea as the imjin 
war (1592-98). Ieyasu wanted to legitimate the Tokugawa shogunate 
through its recognition by the Chosŏn kingdom, and aspired to have an 
alliance with China. Hideyoshi had had a grand illusion of conquering the 
Ming, and so Japan had also lost contact with China since the invasion of 
Chosŏn, but the Japanese were aware of Chosŏn’s long history of dip- 
lomatic relations with China. It took time to untangle obstructions and 
the deep-seated suspicion felt by Koreans toward the Japanese, but in 
1607, at Ieyasu’s invitation, Chosŏn envoys went to Japan. The Tokugawa 
Bakufu’s political stabilization in Edo Japan gradually helped to normalize 
relations between Korea and Japan, and diplomatic contacts continued 
peacefully until the last official delegation to Japan in 1811.1 
 The primary concern of the Chosŏn officials who went to Japan on 
the first three missions in 1607, 1617 and 1624 was to repatriate several 
ten thousands of Korean prisoners of war taken to Japan by Hideyoshi.2 
During the invasion, the Japanese had also plundered two royal tombs: 
Sŏnnŭng 宣陵, the tomb of Sŏngjong (r. 1469-1494), and Chŏngnŭng 

                                            
1 Since the 1980s a considerable number of research publications on Chosŏn envoys to 
Japan have appeared. See the secondary bibliography at the end of this paper.  
2 It was thought they numbered almost 50,000. Miyake Hidetoshi, (Seoul, 1996): 25. The 
Chosŏn diplomats of the first three missions in the Edo period were not called ‘envoys’ 
t’ongsinsa 通信使, but ‘officials of response and repatriation’ hoedap kyŏm swaehwansa 
回答兼刷還使. 
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靖陵, the tomb of Chungjong (r. 1506-1544).3 Naturally, Koreans felt 
deep grievances toward the Japanese whom they regarded as ‘irreconcila- 
ble enemies.’4 Chosŏn emissaries hoped to bring back and punish the 
Japanese culprits who had violated the royal tombs, as Ieyasu had pro- 
mised. It is not clear whether this problem was solved. 
 All diplomatic missions between Korea, China, and Japan, were led 
by selected high-ranking scholar-officials. The documents of their jour- 
ney, diaries, letters and poems written in hanmun 漢文, classic Chinese, 
provide unrivalled first-hand information on the countries they visited.5 
 Hogok Nam Yong-ik (1628-92), the youngest of the three envoys on 
the fourth mission to Tokugawa Japan, in 1655 (he was only 27 at the 
time), left his diary Pusang illok 扶桑日錄or Pusangnok 扶桑錄, Diary 
(Record) of the Country of the Pusang Tree (Japan). It covers the entire 
period of the mission from the 20th day of the 4th month of the ŭlmi year 
(1655) to the 10th day of the 2nd month of the following year (1656).6  
                                            
3 Preface by Yi Kyŏng-sŏk to Hogok’s Pusangnok. Haehaeng ch’ongjae V. Kojŏn kugyŏk 
ch’ongsŏ 82. Minjok Munhwa Ch’ujinhoe, 1975: 32, 324 [Note: the first page number 
refers to the original hanmun text, the second to the page number in the Korean 
translation of Haehaeng ch’ongjae V]. 
4 On this particular topic, see Yi Chae-hun (2012).  
5 Travelogues to China were called燕行錄 Yŏnhaengnok, Record of a Journey to Yanjing 
(the Chinese capital) and those to Japan were entitled either Pusangnok 扶桑錄, Record 
of the Country of the Pusang Tree [=Japan] or Tongsarok東槎錄, Record of Voyage to 
the East. On the origin of Japan as Pusang, see, 维基百科，自由的百科全书: 扶桑，郭
璞《注》曰：“扶桑，木也。”郝懿行《箋疏》：“扶當為。《說文》云：桑，神木，
日所出也。”可以指：日本的別稱；據命理解釋，扶桑代表東方，因此古中國又稱
日本為東瀛，和日人自稱「日出之國」相得益彰. It says the fusang (pusang in Korean) 
is a divine tree that grows where the sun rises and represents the East, hence, Japanese 
themselves call their country ‘the country of the rising sun,’ and for the Chinese from 
ancient times Japan was known as the ‘fusang country’.  
6 The original manuscript is now in the National Central Library. Hogok’s Pusangnok is 
endorsed in prefaces by two distinguished senior scholar officials, Uam Song Si-yŏl 
(1607-1689) in 1663, and Paekhŏn Yi Kyŏng-sŏk (1595-1671) in 1664. Presumably they 
had read Hogok’s manuscript. Based on his diary, Hogok Nam Yong-ik also compiled 
Kyŏnmun pyŏllok 聞見別錄 (Record of Experiences) for King Hyojong. This compen- 
dium conveniently divided information on Japan into ten categories; royal and court 
regent lineage, rulers of Tsushima, government system, provinces, roads, landscape, cus- 
toms, military, and well-known personalities (Haehaeng ch’ongjae VI). The return 
journey from Edo to Pusan started on the 1st day of 11th month (1655). Hogok’s account 
of it has the subtitle Hoesarok 回槎錄 (Record of the Return Voyage). It is not dealt 
with in this article. 
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This paper traces Hogok Nam Yong-ik’s trip to Edo and Nikkō through 
the first part of his diary Pusangnok. I have selected and translated 
Hogok’s most detailed and perceptive observations on Japanese land- 
scape, economy, architecture, material culture, manners, and customs.7 
 
Ŭlmi sahaeng 乙未使行 Diplomatic Mission to Japan in the ŭlmi year 
(1655-56)8 
On the 28th day of the 2nd month in 1656, the chief envoy Cho Hyŏng and 
two other officials who had just returned from their ten month journey 
to Edo Japan had an audience with King Hyojong (r. 1649-1659), and 
reported.   
 His Majesty comforted them and asked:  
 

“You have been away abroad for a year serving your country as 
envoys and have now returned. Are you in good health?” 
Cho Hyŏng and others prostrated themselves in gratitude.  
The King asked, 

                                            
7 There have been at least three articles on the 1655 mission to Japan: a general 
introduction to ŭlmi sahaeng, by Nakao Hiroshi (1994); Japan discussed under the three 
categories of its outstanding landscapes, the three cities of Kyōto, Ōsaka and Edo, and 
Japanese hospitality, see Yi Min-ho (1998); and Kim Jong-soo (2013). In this paper I 
want to offer Hogok’s first-hand experience by introducing selected passages from his 
diary.  
8 There was a total of 20 diplomatic exchanges between Korea and Japan between 1431 
and 1811. Ŭlmi sahaeng was the 6th out of 12 missions to Tokugawa Japan. See the chart 
in Miyake Hidetoshi (1996): 270-272. The cyclical year ŭlmi corresponds to the first year 
of Meireki in Japan. It has been assumed that the envoy handscroll in the library of 
SOAS, University of London, could be the representation of ŭlmi sahaeng (1655). 
However, without any firm evidence, such as colophons or envoy names written on the 
scroll, it is difficult to confirm that this scroll is indeed that of 1655. There is in fact a 
pair of eightfold screens depicting the 1655 diplomatic mission, painted by Kanō 
Masunobu 狩野益信 (1625-1694) and now in Sennyū-ji 泉涌寺, Kyōto (see figs. 4 & 5 in 
this paper). The right screen shows the Korean envoys’ procession to Edo castle and the 
left one shows their audience with the Kwanbaek, Ietsuna. The style of the figures on 
this screen is very different from those on the SOAS envoy scroll. It is most unlikely that 
Kanō Masunobu painted the procession of ŭlmi sahaeng 乙未使行 (1655) twice. On this 
SOAS scroll, see the forthcoming article by Timon Screech, (2017). James B. Lewis 
(2010) discussed the British Museum scroll of the 1748 mission to Japan.  
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“What kind of person was Kwanbaek [in J. Kanpaku 關白, the 
Shōgun]?” 
Cho Hyŏng replied,  
“He is only 16 years old and his character seems to be dull and 
ordinary.” 
His Majesty said, 
“The Japanese showed special courtesy toward you as you fulfilled 
your duty well.” 
Then [Cho] Hyŏng and others responded: 
“It is only because your great virtue reached them. How could it be 
otherwise?” 9 

 
This short record of the formal exchange between King Hyojong and the 
envoys reveals an intriguing aspect of Korean attitudes towards the 
Japanese. Since the Kamakura period, Japan had been ruled by samurai, 
the warrior class, while Korea was governed by learned scholar officials 
selected through the kwagŏ 科擧 civil service examinations, the Chinese 
system introduced to Koryŏ in 958. Koreans regarded themselves as 
superior to the Japanese.  
 The three principal diplomats of ûlmi sahaeng 乙未使行 had already 
held high official positions: the chief envoy Cho Hyŏng 趙珩 (1606-1679) 
was Taesagan 大司諫 (Inspector General) of Saganwŏn司諫院 the Office 
of Censor General, and the vice-envoy Yu Ch'ang 俞瑒 (1614-1692) was 
Saboksi Chŏng 司僕寺正 Director of Royal Stables Administration. The 
third and youngest Envoy Hogok Nam Yong-ik 壺谷南龍翼 (1628-1692) 
was Chongsagwan 從 事 官 Chief Administrative Officer, and 
Hongmun’gwan Kyori 弘文館 敎理, Fifth Special Counsellor of the 
Office of Special Advisers and Chijegyo 知製敎 Drafter of Official 
Correspondence. 
 The purpose of the 1655 mission was clearly stated in Hogok’s own 
preface: 

  

                                            
9  通信使趙珩、副使兪瑒、從事官南龍翼等還自日本。 上召見而慰諭之曰: 
"奉使海外, 經年乃還, 得無病乎?" 珩等拜謝。 上曰: "關白何如人也。" 珩等對曰: 
"年才十六, 性且昏庸矣。" 上曰: "日本之優待使臣, 專由爾等之善於奉使也。" 
珩等曰: "此乃聖上威德之所及, 臣何力焉。" Hyojong sillok 孝宗實錄 16 kwŏn, 
Hyojong 7th year 2nd month 28th day. 
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In the kabo year of King Hyojong’s reign (1654) the Kwanbaek, 
Minamoto Ietsuna (1641-1680) inherited [the Shōgunate]. [The 
Japanese] asked [the Chosŏn court] to send envoys. This was 
allowed. The Board of Rites discussed [this matter] with the State 
Council, and submitted [the names of] three candidates as envoys, 
who were appointed on the 29th day of the tenth month. However, 
as the Vice-Envoy was replaced, it was decided to undertake [the 
diplomatic mission] in the following year, ŭlmi [1655]. 10 

 
The Korean envoys embarked on six ships, accompanied by 485 
persons.11  The delegation included military officers, secretaries, transla- 
tors, captains, a ceremonial orator  (讀祝官),  calligraphers, painter, doc- 
tors, musicians, trumpet blowers, artillerymen, personnel of the district 
offices kagsaekchik 各色直,12 banner holders, boys for various errands, 
sa[lors, marines (格軍), servants, and cooks. Hogok provides a meticulous 
record of the official gifts to the Tokugawa court:13 
 
1. Royal epistle (國書) from the Chosŏn King to Kwanbaek Tokugawa  
 Ietsuna. 
 
2. King Hyojong’s calligraphy of  “Yŏngsan pŏbgye sunghyo chŏngwŏn

 靈山法界崇孝淨院 Pure Hall of Respecting Filial Piety in the Spirit 
Mountain’ referring to the Tokugawa ancestral shrine Tōshōgū in 
Nikkō Mountain. At the end of this royal calligraphy is the date ‘ŭlmi 
maengha hawan 乙未孟夏下浣 late high summer in ŭlmi year’, the 
King’s signature Chosŏn Kugwang Sŏng Hwi  朝鮮國王姓諱 (literally, 
surname and name of the Chosŏn King), and the royal seal Wi Chŏng 
I Tŏk 爲政以德, Governing Virtuously. 14  Hogok commented as 

                                            
10 孝宗朝 甲午 .日本關白源家綱新立 .請遣通信使 .朝廷許之 .該曹[禮曹]議于廟
堂[議政府]. 擬入三使臣 . 十月二十九日天點始 .又以副使之改易 .翌年乙未乃定
.Haehaeng ch’ongjae V: 35, 332.  
11 半千之人.分載六艘.Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 37b, 339.  
12 Kagsaek 各色 indicates the colour of flags as each provincial district had its own 
recognizable colour. 
13 For the official protocol such a detailed record was necessary, likewise the names of 
the delegation. Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 36a/b, 328f. 
14 This was the formula of the King’s letter sent to Japan. The cyclical date only began to 
be used from the ŭlmi year (1655). Until then all letters to Japan bore the Ming reign 
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follows on the royal calligraphy:  
 

[His Majesty’s] ‘silver hook’ script will shine in Pusang [Japan],  
銀鉤耀扶桑 
Although they have different customs, they will certainly respect it.           
殊俗亦應敬

15                                                                  
 
3. Liturgical text to be read at Taiyūin 大猶院, the Nikkō shrine, the 

mausoleum for Tokugawa Ietsuna’s father Iemitsu 家光 (1604-51).  
4. Register of official gifts; various types of silks and fine linens, insam 

(ginseng), tiger and leopard skins, patterned-weave mats,  writing 
brushes, squirrel skins, saddle horses, ink sticks, official tablets 
(hol/hu 笏), honey, fish skins, coloured papers, eagles, lotuses, and 
black hemp cloth with large quantities of each item. 

5.  List of musical instruments  
6. Official letters to several Japanese authorities written by Shin Ik-chŏn, 

Vice-Minister of the Board of Rites (禮曹參判 申翊全) accompanied 
by lists of presents for each of them. 

 
When the three envoys bade farewell to His Majesty on the 20th of the 
4th month, he told them:  
 

“This journey is not the same as to Yanjing [present Beijing]. I 
sympathise with you. You should assist each other and come safely 
back.” 16 

                                                                                                           
date (Chŭngchŏng kyorinji 增正交隣誌 5; Han’guk kojŏn pŏnyŏgwŏn. 한국고전번역. 
Translated by Hong Sŏng-dŏk.  http://db.itkc.or.kr/itkcdb/text/node) 
15 This couplet is from the poem Hogok composed while they were staying in Tongnae 
(Pusan) before setting off to Japan (Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 38, 345). ‘Silver hook’ derives 
from the phrase ‘silver hooks and scorpion tail 銀鉤蠆尾’ describing the style of the 
famous calligrapher Suo Jing 索靖 (239-303) of the Western Jin Dynasty (265-420).  
16 The King’s concern was justified. Unlike the overland journey to Yanjing, the trip by 
sea to Japan was hazardous. In fact, Hogok wrote in his diary of the 9th day of the 6th 
month that his ship was struck by a violent storm and thunder. Everyone on board had 
terrible sea-sickness, some were vomiting or had fallen on the deck as if they were dead. 
Even worse, the rudder broke. The ship took on water and almost sank. Fortunately the 
storm soon ceased and the experienced captain and seamen were able to mend the 
rudder. Japanese from Tsushima Island came to rescue them, and Hogok’s ship 
accompanied by ten Japanese ships could arrive in Shishimiura safely (Haehaeng 
ch’ongjae V, 38a/b, 347-35). 
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The King bestowed on them nabyak 臘藥 pills, tiger skins, oiled mats, 
archery equipment, black pepper and fans, to use on the long trip. 17 
 
Shishimiura (志志見浦) on Tsushima Island 
Having set sail from Pusan on the 9th of the sixth month, the embassy 
arrived in Shishimiura (Fig. 1a) the next day.  We encounter here Hogok’s 
first description of Japanese houses and the flora and fauna of this island, 
the polite treatment with food in three-tiered food boxes with flower 
decoration (三重花折箱) and wine (sake).18 He notes: 
 

The lodging where we stayed was neither a temple nor a village 
hut. The tiled-roof house has clean plank walls. The garden is 
densely filled with fir trees, pines, pear, pomegranate, orange, palm 
tree, peonies, tree peonies, camellias and bamboo which create a 
cool wind. Among them is a tree called tsuruha鶴羽 (crane’s fea- 
ther) which I have never seen before. It does not die, has no fruits, 
and is evergreen….19 

 
Every day, the envoys received provisions of fish, vegetables and condi- 
ments such as vinegar and tofu from their hosts. 20  
                                            
17 辭朝 .上引見三臣于煕政堂。敎曰。此行異於燕行。予用依然。爾等須與協
和。好爲往還。仍賜臘藥，虎皮，油席，弓矢，胡椒, 扇子等物。臣等感佩拜
受而出 (Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 36b, 333). Nabyak 臘藥 are pills given by the monarch 
to close subjects/officials/ministers on the day of the winter solstice, nabil 臘日, such as 
sohabwŏn 蘇合元 (stomach cleansing pill), ansinwŏn 安神元 (calming pills), 
ch’ŏngsimwŏn淸心元 (heart cooling pills). ‘Black pepper 胡椒 ’ was taken for heartburn, 
stomach chill, vomiting, and stomach upsets. See Yi Hi-sŭng, Kugŏ tae sajŏn. 1977. 
18 Throughout the trip in Japan the envoys often received wine and food in tiered food 
boxes, oribako 折箱, Korean ch’anhap饌盒, which contained Sennyū-jifish and other 
condiments to take with wine. Oribako must have been in common use in the 17th 
century Japan. Multi-tiered food containers were probably introduced to Korea in the 
early 19th century and were made mostly in wood or ceramic. Cf. Yi Chong-sŏk, 
Han’guk ŭi mokgongye. 한국의 목공예 (Yŏlhwadang, 1985). 
19所館之家。非寺非村。瓦室板壁。頗爲精潔。庭前草木。有柏松梨榴柑橘棕

櫚芍藥丹冬柏叢竹等卉。茂密交翠。瀟洒引風。其中有鶴羽之樹。曾所未見

。不花不實。冬夏長靑云。Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 39a, 352f. I was not able to find 
what kind of tree tsuruha is. Even in Somoku-Zusetsu 草木圖說 (An Iconography of 
Herbaceous and Woody Plants of Japan) by Inuma Yokusai 飯沼慾齋. (2 vols. Ōsaka: 
Hoikusha, 1977), this tree is not listed. 
20 Hogok lists all such items. Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 39a, 354.  
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From this point on during the whole journey to and from Japan, the 
mission was escorted by the Daimyō of Tsushima Island Sō Yoshinari 
宗義成 and his entourage.21 The Japanese officials were wearing straw 
sandals and carried swords. Also greeting the envoys were Buddhist 
monks in purple and yellow robes.22 The feast prepared by the Daimyō 
for the Korean Envoys was sumptuous. In his diary on the 22nd of the 6th 
month Hogok wrote: 
 

Yoshinari came out barefoot to receive the Korean envoys. The 
veranda and the room were spacious, the screens and hanging 
scrolls were splendid, the blinds on four walls had silk borders and 
gold hooks … the high eating table is similar to that used in Korea, 
but the vessels of gold, silver and glass were extremely luxurious, 
and all kinds of artificial flowers are cleverly made. Wine and food 
were served by barefoot Japanese with trailing clothes [this certain- 
ly appeared to Hogok a very strange manner of treating high offi- 
cials such as the Chosŏn envoys.] 
 
After clearing the main table, they brought small tables with 
different foods: finely-sliced shark on a wooden table, then fish and 
meat dishes in six or seven vessels on gilt tables. Dried aquatic fowl 
[ducks?] had spread wings on which gold was applied. Clams, tur- 
ban (wreath) shells, crabs boiled in their shells [were also] painted 
in gold. Thereafter flower tables were brought in: pine, chrysanthe- 
mum, peach, orange, water plants and all kinds of flowers made in 
cut silk and carved wood. They all appeared real. On top of them 
was placed an incense burner. Next they brought in gold cups and 
offered wine three times. [Finally], rice [gohan] was brought in. 
Side dishes were offered in red and black lacquer vessels. After all 
the tables had been cleared, they brought a table with fruit. This 
procedure of the banquet for Chosŏn envoys became the standard 
throughout the journey in Japan. 23 

 
It was very hot and the envoys wanted to return to their lodging, but the 
Korean officials were asked to write poems. Receiving such items was 
regarded as a great honour, and the Japanese treasured them. Yoshinari 
asked Hogok to put his seal at the end of his poem. Impressing seals was 

                                            
21 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 36, 326f.  
22 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 40b, 363. Buddhist monks could communicate with Korean 
envoys by writing in hanmun (kanbun). They wrote official letters and sent reports to 
and from Edo. 
23 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 40f, 365. 
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certainly proof of authentication.24  
 A week later, on the 29th day of the 6th month, the Daimyō begged 
them to come to another banquet, indicating that if the Kanpaku 
(Shōgun) learnt that the Daimyō of Tsushima had served only one ban- 
quet to the Korean envoys, he would be punished. So the envoys went 
this time in plain clothes. Hogok recorded: 
 

We were received in a detached shōin (書院, military-style man- 
sion), which had been newly built especially for the envoys. Win- 
dows, veranda, blinds, and rafters were all excellent. The garden 
was laid with fine gravel paths, lawns and a wall, and an abundance 
of flowers and plants.  
 
In the room there were four hanging scrolls of dragon, tiger and 
figures, all very elegant.  One of them was a painting of a white 
eagle by Song Huizong himself with an eulogy (讚) by Cai You 蔡
攸(1077-1126).25 The painting was exquisite and the calligraphy 
immaculate (精), indeed both were sublime. This [imperial pain- 
ting] must have come to Japan through trade and one can say it is a 
treasure. On the floor writing utensils were displayed between the 
hanging scrolls, for show. The food was even more faultless and 
luxurious than before and the artificial flowers and trees, gold 
tortoises and silver cranes are all very realistic. It is [Japanese] 
custom to offer wishes for longevity with tortoise and crane and it 
is said they were used only on special occasions for distinguished 
guests. Also two human witches (人妖) were sitting on either side 
of the display. The one in red clothes was 23 years old and the one 
in yellow was 18, but their height was not more than one [meter]. 
They looked like children of six or seven. [I] could not bear to look 
at them. Yoshinari begged for a show of archery. Four military men 
were ordered to perform a brief display.26   

 
Hogok summarized his observation of Tsushima Island in a poem written 
on the 20th day of the 7th month.27 

                                            
24 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 368, 373.   
25 Son of the distinguished Northern Song court official and calligrapher Cai Jing 蔡京 
(1047-1126).  
26 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 41, 371f. Even today Koreans excel in archery as demonstrated 
by the gold medals won in the 2016 Brazil Olympics. 
27 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 43a, 380-384. 
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The mountain slopes are stony and there is little cultivable land. 
Layers of pavilions are supported by dense forest, 
People flock in colourful clothes and fill the street, 
Many of them have black teeth [which they] cover with fans. 
Their long hair flows over the shoulders with no need of hairpins. 
In front of dignitaries they walk barefoot with trailing clothes 
When angered they do not care for themselves and carry out 
seppuku [without hesitation]. 
They prefer plain wooden buildings 
Do not care about decoration with colours 
Prefer red and dark lacquer vessels instead of glass 
Tea and wine follow fragrant fruits 
Boiled rice and fish soup with cold vegetables …  

 
In this poem Hogok perceptively observed that the Japanese lived in 
plain wooden houses, valuing the bare material, and using lacquer dishes. 
He commented on strange customs such as blackening the teeth28 and 
committing suicide by ‘cutting one’s own belly’ seppuku 切腹. Hogok 
commented in Kyŏnmun pyŏllok that Japanese valued life rather lightly, 
and made reprisals with severe revenge, while they regarded gratitude as 
an obligation.29 
 
Igaroshima 壹岐島 
The 21st day of the 7th month: After a long delay the delegation finally left 
Tsushima and arrived at Igaroshima which was a small island with a few 
rather poor-looking houses, but fertile and spacious cultivated fields. 
While the delegation was staying in Japan, the official painters Kim 
Ŭi-sin 金義信 and Han Si-gak 韓時覺 and the calligraphers were in great 
demand day and night (Fig. 2).30  Hogok recorded another incident in his 
diary on the 1st day of the 8th month:  
 

Two very pretty eleven and nine years old children entered the 
room, and bowed respectfully. Sitting with folding legs they pre- 
sented colourful papers. They did not dare to ask the Korean offi- 
cials directly for poems and paintings, but the envoys quickly pro- 

                                            
28 Ōhaguro お齒黑, black teeth were regarded as a sign of beauty until Meiji period, 
apparently the black colour was created by mixing iron filings, vinegar, tea and rice. 
29 Haehaeng ch’ongjae VI, 15a/b, 78 
30 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 45, 410. The role of painters during the diplomatic mission has 
been investigated in several publications: Hong Sŏn-p’yo, 1995, 1998; Kim Sŏn-a, 2001; 
Burglind Jungmann, 2000; Song Chi-wŏn, 2011. 
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duced eight sheets. They were delighted and bowed. The parents 
waiting outside were so grateful that they bowed several times.31   

 
Ainoshima 藍島  
The 26th day of the 7th month: the Korean delegation was welcomed by 
more than ten Japanese ships. The Daimyō of Chikujen 筑前 prefecture 
himself came to greet the envoys. The newly-built guesthouse for the 
Korean envoys was quite spacious. The furnishings of the banquet and 
flower arrangements (花床) were even more splendid than before. Every 
day they were generously offered raw venison, fish, wine and fruit.32 
 
Akamagaseki 赤間關 
The 4th day of the 8th month: East of Akamagaseki the envoys saw a huge 
castle with five-storeyed pavilions and a bridge over the sea. Ships could 
pass beneath it. Hogok heard that a nearby island was overrun by snakes 
and uninhabitable for human beings. From there the sea widened or 
narrowed and there were so many small islands, and strong currents, that 
the ships had to wait for the tide. Hogok records the local account of a 
mysterious Korean bronze bell of Kanesaki Island 鍾崎島. This bell had 
been taken by the Japanese several hundred years before, and had fallen 
into the sea. Toyotomi Hideyoshi heard about the bell and tried to 
retrieve it but gave up the attempt as it could not be moved and so was 
believed to be divine. It was said that when the water is clear, one could 
see the dragon head of the bell.33 This is an interesting account. The 

                                            
31 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 46a, 416.  
32 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 46, 413. Hogok notes that it was in Ainoshima that the loyal 
subject of Silla Pak Che-sang 朴堤上 (5th century) was arrested and executed by the 
Japanese after rescuing Silla Prince Misahŭn 未斯欣, as recorded in Samguk sagi and 
Samguk yusa. Also, Chŏng Mong-ju 鄭夢周 (1337-1392), the distinguished Koryŏ 
statesman, came to this place in 1376  as envoy to negotiate with Japanese for the release 
of his compatriots captured by Japanese pirates. On Pak Che-sang and Chŏng Mong-ju 
see Han’guk inmyŏng tae sajŏn 韓國人名大辭, ed. by Yi Hi-sŭng et al. (Seoul, 1983, 2nd 
edition).  
33西距四十里許。有鍾崎島。俗傳倭人取我國大鍾。船載過此。沒入海中。不

知幾百年。有時水淸。則鍾上龍頭可見。秀吉欲取之。令萬人引以鐵索。終

莫能動。以爲神而止之云。Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 47a, 425f and VI, 11b, 59. This 
legend is even mentioned in Man’yōshū. 
http://www.yado.co.jp/tiiki/munakan/kanesaki/kanesaki.htm 
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Japanese greatly appreciated Korean bronze bells and were eager to 
obtain them.34 
 
Kaminoseki 上關 
The 15th day of the 8th month: Kaminoseki 上關 was a small town with 
only 40-50 households. Hogok admired the beautiful landscape and 
enjoyed the tranquil atmosphere: 
 

The place is surrounded by the sea on three sides, forming sharp 
and deep cliffs, and bamboo groves. In the centre an extremely tall 
pavilion was towering not far off, affording  a magnificent view of 
‘silvery mountain and jade sea’ 銀山玉海.  

 
The three principal diplomats stayed the night in that pavilion. The 
scenery of sea and mountain was just in front of their beds. When the 
autumn full moon was shining they felt as blissful as if they had wings to 
fly around. The three envoys had wine, fresh pears and sweet persim- 
mons brought to them by the Japanese. As they did almost every night, 
Hogok and the other two principal envoys wrote poems that night. Here 
are the first few lines of his five-character poem:  
 

今夕是何夕 What kind of night is tonight? 
遠客登樓望 The guest from afar climbs the pavilion and looks out 
玆樓出半空 This pavilion floats in the sky 
勝槪天所餉 The scenery is bestowed by heaven 
疑是蜃氣浮 Hard to believe it is not a floating mirage  
定非人力創  Certainly it is not created by human effort… 35 

 
Domo 韜浦 
The 22nd day of the 8th month:  
  

Lofty cliffs dwarfed the ships. In the distance we heard temple 
bells. The sound was from Bandai-ji 盤臺寺in Kaichōzan 海潮山. 
The monks looking at us from open windows were like immortals. 
From olden days, when travellers passed this sea route they would 

                                            
34 According to the excellent research by the late Japanese scholar Tsuboi Ryōhei坪井
良平, there are at least 47 Korean bronze temple bells in various Japanese collections. 

See his Chōsen kyō 朝鮮鐘 (Tokyo: Kadogawa Shoten, 1974): 11.  
35 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 48b, 441f. 
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put rice in drums to send to the monks. [The Korean delegation] 
distributed rice and salt to the monks, as well as colourful fans.  

 
They stayed in Fukuzen-ji 福禪寺. Ornamented boats were moored 
along the shore. Onlookers densely filled the streets, boats carrying 
people were plying back and forth. Some of them had food and even 
cooking pots. Hogok realized they came from far away. They perched on 
the top of the hills and did not disperse. Japanese onlookers appeared in 
crowds wherever the Korean envoys arrived.36 
 After rain the sea was calm and refreshing. Hogok saw a colony of 
monkeys on a nearby steep mountain saru yama 猿山 covered with pines 
and stones, and commented that Japan is the land of monkeys. In the 
garden he saw a curious plant having neither flower nor fruits, in appea- 
rance like Buddha’s ear, but called karanasu 唐茄 Chinese eggplant, said 
to be imported from the “Southern barbarians 南蠻’ (Nanban, Europe- 
ans). The splendid coast was the most beautiful he had seen in Japan, and 
he even compared it with the renowned Dongting Lake 洞庭湖 in 
Hunan Province 湖南省. He further notes that the lamps decorating 
several li里 (one li = approximately 400 metres) along the shore were a 
spectacle.37  
 
Muroju 室津 in Harima Prefecture (幡摩州)  
The 26th day of the 8th month: Muroju had about 400 households.  On 
the north was 大雲寺 Daiun-ji temple, on the south a jinja Shinto shrine. 
The port was surrounded by mountains as the name of the place suggests 
a ‘roomy port’ where it was convenient to moor. 38 
 While sailing through Seto Naikai 瀨戶內海, the strait between 
Honshu and Shikoku, Hogok noticed that between Ushimado 牛窓 and 
Hyōgo 兵庫, the mountains on both sides had no trees, being mostly 
slash and burn fields (火田).39 

                                            
36 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 50a/b, 459f.  
37 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 50b, 460. 
38 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 51a, 468. 
39 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 51b, 470. 
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Hyōgo 兵庫 
The 30th day of the 8th month: Hyōgo was the site of the Residence of the 
Daimyō of Harima 幡摩州. His castle was built in a forest with stone 
fortifications stretching along the mountain top. Hyōgo was the Shōgun’s 
tenant town kura’ire 藏入, ‘warehouse’ similar to the tax-paying villages 
t’angmogŭp 湯沐邑 or ch’aeŭp采邑 in Korea.  
 There were many tea houses. Korean officials were frequently offered 
tea during their journey in Japan.40 Pine trees and silver white sands 
extended over 100 li (over forty kilometres) along the coast. Akashiura 
port明石浦 was the most prosperous. Hogok was impressed to see the 
port crowded with so many trading ships from Southeast Asia.41  On the 
1st day of the 9th month Hogok mentions the sumptuous food of the 
banquet and the entertainment (furumai 振舞) specially provided for the 
Korean envoys. The district was ruled by the Deputy Kanpaku Aoyama 
Daizen 靑山大膳, who must have been quite powerful and wealthy as 
he received a salary of 50,000 sacks of rice.42 
 
Ōsaka 大坂 
The 5th day of the 9th month: When the Korean delegation arrived at 
Ōsaka, five double-decked ships and over one hundred smaller boats 
were waiting for them. These ships were lavishly decorated in gold and 
blue colours. He had not experienced such a prosperous city as Ōsaka. 
There was an incredible number of men and women crowding the 
bridges, the harbour and the ships on either side as the Korean delegation 
was passing. Hogok described Japanese onlookers on land and even on 
boats as being like ‘a swarm of flies and hedgehogs (有如蠅聚而蝟集)’, 
and that he felt dizzy looking at them.43  But their manner was respectful, 
kneeling at the roadside and silently watching the procession. 
  
                                            
40 It is most interesting that the Swedish traveller Olof Eriksson Willman who travelled 
to Japan in 1652 never mentioned tea in his travelogue. Probably he did not know or 
notice tea houses, or he was not offered anything other than ‘hot water’. See Olof 
Eriksson Willman (2014), 19, fn. 89. The production and medicinal properties of tea 
were extensively discussed by the Japanese monk Eisai (1141-1215). Cf. James A. Benn 
(2015), 145-171. 
41Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 51b, 470. 
42 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 51b, 472. 
43 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 52a, 475. 
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Carriages were waiting for them when they landed. The three envoys 
were transported in palanquins which were richly furnished with lacque- 
red bamboo and wooden boards. The windows on three sides were lined 
with blue silk while the back was covered by black silk. The ten carriers 
for each palanquin were very careful and polite, they did not dare to look 
up or put a foot wrong.  
 Hogok was clearly impressed by the commercial enterprise and pro- 
sperity of Ōsaka. He noted that the streets were as smooth as a whet- 
stone, and narrow lanes stretched in all directions. There were no spaces 
between the densely packed verandas and pavilions, and Hogok did not 
see a single thatched house ch’ogajip (houses thatched with rice straw), 
common in Chosŏn Korea. All kinds of shops were piled of goods and 
red carpets were spread in the front of them. The envoys were ushered 
to the spacious and splendidly furnished official guest house in Hongan-ji 
本願寺temple.44  
 Ōsaka belonged to Izumi Province (和泉州). Wakyō (Kyōto), Edo 
(Tōkyō) and Ōsaka were known as the ‘three metropoles’ 三都. To the 
south-east, the hillside was densely inhabited and South-east Asian mer- 
chant ships were moored all along the shore. Their masts were ‘like trees 
in a forest.’ It was a flourishing commercial city. Ships were passing under 
the bigger bridges, and there were uncountable small bridges. On the east 
side Hogok saw the imposing Ōsaka Castle, the largest and most 
formidable in Japan. Hogok records that when in 1590 Tokugawa Ieyasu 
德川家康 defeated Toyotomi Hideyori 豊臣秀賴 he took over this 
castle which had been built by Hideyori’s father Hideyoshi.45 
 On the 9th of the 9th month Hogok had a distressing experience 
meeting a man who had been taken prisoner by Hideyoshi in 1597, and 
who had not been repatriated by previous Korean missions to Edo.46 He 
                                            
44 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 52a-b, 476. Hogok describes the interior as furnished with 
kongjang 供帳 (Korean changmag, curtains). Hogok was probably referring to 
byōbu (folding screens), or fusuma (sliding doors) splendidly decorated in gold or 
paintings.   
45 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 52a,b, 475-477. Ōsaka too was in the Kanpaku’s taxation area.  
Hogok also wrote about the South-East Asian merchants’ ships in Kyŏnmun 
pyŏllok (Haehaeng ch’ongjae VI, 12b, 63). 
46 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 53a, 480. 聞我國被擄人。在外請見。招問之。則泰仁人
其姓名崔加外也。年今七十四。而丁酉之亂。被擄於南原。父母皆死。妻與

四妹皆擄。來此後生子生孫。爲人奴賣履爲業云。猶不忘我國言語。語及我

國事。泫然流涕。欲爲埋骨於我土云。所見可憐。給酒果粮米。拜謝而去  A 
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also recorded an unusual incident: a man brought three trained monkeys 
which performed all kinds of curious tricks, dancing with swords and 
somersaulting. As a reward Hogok distributed one sack of rice for each of 
the monkeys.47 Hogok already commented in his diary of the 22nd day of 
the 8th month that Japan was the country of monkeys.  
 
Wakyō or Yamato no miyako 倭京 (Kyōto) 
The 12th day of the 9th month: After staying several days in Ōsaka, the 
delegation arrived in Yodogawa Port 淀[川]浦on the way to Kyōto. The 
envoys stayed in a wealthy merchant house. The garden had a lake and 
groups of twisty pines 蟠松and strange stones 怪石. Trees were trimmed 
in different shapes; like a flat tray, or bent like an umbrella. Stones looked 
like animals, or mountains. The food was extremely pure and refined. 
The fruit dish consisted of ‘mare’s teat’ Chinese grapes, fist-sized chest- 
nuts, juicy pears, and delicious half-dried persimmons. The proprietor of 
the guest house begged the envoys to write poems. Hogok wrote a 
couplet.48  
 After resting the envoys, attired in their official robes, followed the 
military band to enter Kyōto, passing the five-storey Tō-ji Pagoda. The 
streets were endlessly lined with houses.  
 Crowds of Japanese came to see the Korean procession, kneeling 
along both sides of the street, elderly women respectfully folding their 
hands. Nearing the city centre, innumberable spectators thronged the 
bridges, some standing in the river [probably the Kamo River] with their 
trousers rolled up. Small children were hanging on a parent’s neck or sit- 
ting on their shoulders to look out. The folding screen now in the Boston 
                                                                                                           
man came to see him. Hogok allowed the man to come in and asked what the matter 
was. He was Ch’oe Ka-oe, 74 years old, from T’aein in Chŏlla Province, taken to Japan 
from Namwŏn as a prisoner of war in 1597 (during the Hideyoshi invasion). His parents 
had died, his wife and four sisters had all been captured and taken to Japan. Afterwards 
he had had children and grand-children, but had to work as a servant and selling shoes to 
earn a living. He had not forgotten his Korean native language. When he came to talk 
about his native country, he started to sob and told of his wish to be buried in his 
homeland. Hogok felt deep sympathy but couldn’t do anything but offer him wine, 
fruits, and rice. He thanked and bowed and went away.  
47 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 53a, 480.  
48 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 54a, 488. Hogok wrote of ‘mare’s milk grapes’ (馬乳葡萄), but 
perhaps he was referring  to ‘mare’s teat’ grapes which had already been introduced to 
China from the West by the seventh century. See Edward H. Schafer, The Golden 
Peaches of Samarkand, University of California Press, reprint 1985 (1963), p.142.   
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Museum of Fine Arts depicts precisely such a scene in Kyōto. (Fig. 3). In 
the middle of the market Hogok saw a man with a tall hat and long beard 
who turned out to be a Chinese. There were many immigrant Chinese in 
Kyōto who had come from Jiangnan. The envoys’ guest house was in 
Honkoku-ji Temple 本國寺. Their beddings were spread on the tall 
platform which was the Buddhist altar. The Japanese hosts had removed 
the sacred [Buddha] images to make room for them. Hogok appreciated 
their hospitality, but felt quite uneasy about this.49 
 He then describes in detail the geography, the lineage of the Tennō, 
and the history of this ancient capital Heiankyō, known as Rakuchū 
洛中.50 The imperial palace was in the east corner of Kyōto. All nine 
units of streets were in a straight grid of blocks. Three lines of streets 
made one block, chō 町. Shops were divided in different units, presu- 
mably according to their specialities. Hogok notes that there were so 
many temples that he could not count them. He mentioned at least five 
Zen temples: the great Shōkoku-ji 相國寺 built by Ashikaga Yorimitsu 
足利義滿in 1396; Honman-ji本滿寺 (1185); Ryūhon-ji 立本寺 (1321, 

near Ninna-ji 仁和寺); Jakkō-ji/in 寂光寺/院 (1185); and Myōden-ji 妙
傳寺 (1447). The grandest temple was Daibutsu-ji 大佛寺 (Hōkō-ji 方広

寺).51 The balustrade of the stone bridge was exquisitely carved. He made 
an interesting observation that the pillars of the long wooden bridge (板
橋) on the east side were covered with copper which became the model 
for all other bridge buildings in Japan. 52 
 Hogok noted that Tennō did not have actual political power, 
Kanpaku, the Regent, appointed all officials. Hogok notes the eccentric 
system according to which the Kanpaku had to receive the reigning 
Tennō’s seal as a mark of official approval. He should go to the court and 
had to offer a horse and a large sword for imperial use. The audience 

                                            
49 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 54a, 490f. 
50 Hogok placed the Tennō lineage right at the beginning of the first section in Kyŏnmun 
pyŏllok (Haehaeng ch’ongjae VI). The name Raku for Kyōto derives from the Tang 
capital Luoyang 洛陽, geometric plan of which was the basis for the cities of 
Kyōto and the Silla capital Kyŏngju. 
51 For the transcription of Japanese temple names and a brief history of each temple see, 
Kanaoka Syūyū 金岡秀友 Ed. Koji Meisatsu Jiten 古寺名刹典 (Tokyo: Tōkyōdō 
Shuppan, 1970). 
52 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 54b, 491. 
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(genchō 見朝) was to express gratitude for imperial favours granted to 
the Kanpaku. In the palace a chamber was designated for prayer (齋室), 
where the royal family would purify themselves by abstinence in the first 
half of the month and prayers to heaven, then in the latter half of the 
month they would feast. Except for the heir to the throne, all the other 
children of the Tennō entered monasteries to become nuns and monks. 
Since it was not customary for the Korean envoys to have an audience 
with the Tennō, Hogok heard that the Tennō would climb to the highest 
storey of the pavilion to watch the procession of the Korean delegation 
on the street. When the imperial palace burnt down, the Kanpaku rebuilt 
it at his own expense in silver, not asking the populace to pay for it with 
their taxes.53 
 On the 14th day of the 9th month a senior priest (chōrō 長老) Genron 
玄倫who was going to deal with the official documents came to see 
Hogok. Hogok was critical about this monk’s manner, for despite his 
sumptuous outfit, the monk did not know how to bow politely. But 
Genron treated the envoys by sending tea and offering makie lacquer 
boxes 蒔繪匣 as presents. The Korean officials refused to accept either 
the lacquer items or the delicacies of song’i mushroom (tricholoma 
matsutake), water-bird (aquatic fowl), dried abalone and wine. Hogok 
recorded again that from Kyōto onward the envoys, calligraphers, and 
painters were constantly begged to write and paint for them which 
became quite tiresome even depriving them of their sleep!54 
 
Lake Biwa 琵琶湖 
On the 16th day of the 9th month the delegation passed Biwa Lake in Ōmi 
Province, the largest lake in Japan. Hogok noticed that the area around 
this lake was fertile farmland which had the great benefit of irrigation 
from the lake. In Moriyama 森山 the delegation for the first time went 
through a mountain pass. The bamboos were sky-high. The few dwellings 
were poor and had bamboo and pine fences. There was a pleasant sound 
of streams flowing through the orchards and vegetable gardens. He saw 
an image of Buddha in a small temple at the roadside. The sound of 
chimes reverberated, and there were also shops to offer tea and rice 
cakes. Japanese porters whose purses were hung on their belts would 

                                            
53  Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 54b, 492-3.  
54  Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 54b, 493.    
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stop and buy things as they wished. Villagers who were sweeping the 
road stopped and knelt at the roadside when the Korean delegation was 
passing. Woven bamboo was laid where the road was muddy, and the 
steep hills had wooden balustrades. Every ten li (about four kilometres) 
there was an earthen mound with planted trees and boundary signs.55 
 
Saoyama 佐和⼭山 
The 17th day of the 9th month: The Korean envoys arrived in Saoyama. 
The scenery was refreshing and lovely. The castle and moat appeared 
substantial. Twenty sedan carriers in new uniforms had been selected, all 
of the same height. The low walls along the delegation’s route were 
painted in red earth. After dark, there was a reception with over 300 tor- 
ches. The banquet for the envoys was even more sumptuous than before.  
 They stayed in Sōan-ji 宗安寺. Here too Japanese officials were pro- 
strating to show respect to the Korean envoys. Incense burners, scholars’ 
writing implements and pipes for tobacco were all in gold or silver. 
Hogok noted that even though Japanese do not use spoons, silver spoons 
were specially made for the Korean officials. Newly made smoking pipes 
were also provided. The Japanese offered winter clothes for the lower 
ranks as well. They supplied 36 pheasants to the envoys, and endless 
quantities of tangerines and oranges, ‘almost filling a room’.56 For fear that 
the lower orders would take advantage, it was ordered that all the silver 
vessels should be collected and distributed to the Japanese who were 
present. The clothes offered to ordinary delegation members were also 
declined on account of Korean and Japanese costumes being different. 57 
On the way to Nagoya, they were served with delicious tea and met 
people who offered water to drink and fruit in baskets.58 
 
Nagoya 名古屋   
The 19th day of the 9th month: they arrived in Nagoya in Owari Prefec- 
ture 尾張州. The lanterns and torches for the reception on their arrival 
made it as bright as day. Hogok saw the five-storey pavilion of Nagoya 
                                            
55 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 55a, 496f. 
56 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 55b, 499. ‘Kam 柑’ in the phrase 柑橘則不爲限量 is trans- 
lated into Korean as kamja 감자 potato, but it is actually ‘tangerine’. In Japanese the 
general term for citrus fruits is kankitsurui柑橘.  
57 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 55b, 499. 
58 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 55b, 500.  
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castle. The houses were second only to those of Ōsaka in splendour. 
Everywhere along the shore there were salt pans and trading ships. 
Fishery and salt were the major enterprises of this area.59 
 
Yoshida 吉田 
The 21st day of the 9th month: When they arrived at Yoshida, the Korean 
envoys received the Kanpaku’s messenger. Hogok noticed that the 
messenger’s outfit, headgear and clothes, was peculiar and his face quite 
fierce-looking. He untied his sword and took off his shoes, and sat down.  
Through the interpreter he relayed the Shōgun’s greetings, asking 
whether the official guests had had a comfortable journey. Hogok had 
heard that the high official Hayashi Razan had criticised the hospitality 
and excessive courtesy shown toward the previous Korean delegation.60 
The Japanese administrators denied this and had sent the messenger 
regardless. After tea he was sent back. Hogok noted in his diary that all 
the way from Yoshida to Edo, there was the sea on one side.61 
 
Hamamatsu 濱松  
The 22nd day of the 9th month: in Hamamatsu 濱松 in Tōtōmi Province 
遠江州 the diplomatic delegation took covered boats to cross the River 
Kinzetsu (金絶河), about ten li (4 km) from the River Tenryū.  Hogok 
noticed that the guards on the bank searched all those coming from the 
western route, and that, except for those on official business, they were 
not allowed to enter this district with any weapons. Women coming 
from the eastern (Kantō 關東) district were not allowed to leave without 
official documents.62   

                                            
59 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 55b, 501  
60 Hayashi Razan (林羅山, 1583-1657), also known as Dōshun 道春 (Razan was his 
studio name) was a renowned Neo-Confucian scholar of the Edo period, who had 
created the title of Shōgun, ‘日本國大君 ’ Great Lord of Japan in 1635 and served 
as advisor to the first three Edo Shōguns. Hogok notes that Hayashi was over 70 
(actually 72 when he met him), and had reached high officialdom, as Minbukyō 
Hōin 民部卿法印, equivalent to Taejehak 大提學 Director of the Office of Royal 
Decrees in Chosŏn (Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 61a, 545). Hogok had exchanges of 
poems with Hayashi Razan after the excursion to Nikkō on the 18th of the 10th 
month 附林道春追次 (Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 61a, 62b, 535f, 557f). 
61 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 56b, 509. Hogok meant the Tōkaidō 東海道. 
62 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 56b, 510. 
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The tranquil surrounding scenery evoked Hogok’s poetic spirit.  
 

Rest at a Tea House    暫憩茶屋 
Three-bay room among bamboo and trees           竹樹三間屋 
Hills and lakes in ten li waves   陂塘十里波 
White heron in sorrow at the shore   波邊愁白鷺 
Certainly to protect withered lotus   應爲護殘荷

63 
 
Mishima 三島 
On the 26th day of the 9th month they arrived at Mishima 三島. They had 
to pass the famous Buddhist temple Seiken-ji 淸見寺 without stopping 
as their travel schedule was tight. The temple was on the roadside among 
ordinary dwellings with a mountain behind and the sea in front.64   
 
Fujiyama 富士山 
Hogok came across Mt Fuji for the first time while crossing a river on the 
22nd of the 9th month. Looking up he gazed at Fuji. Snow covered the 
summit and the scenery was like ‘a lively painting and a bright mirror.’65  
He was greatly impressed by its height, describing how ‘the mountain 
displayed the whole of one half against the sky. It would take four days to 
reach Fujiyama and yet no other mountains could veil it. He noted that 
‘one can realize its magnificent size and height.’66 
 On the 27th of the 9th month when the delegation was passing 
Hakone, he could see the mountain even closer. Hogok described in great 
admiration what he had heard about the mountain: 
 

Fujiyama is the most famous mountain in Japan. Its height is 80 li 
里 [actually the height is 3776 metres]. The summit is flat with the 
diameter of one li. It is said that the centre is indented like an ear- 
thenware steamer. Beneath it is located a divine lake. In the middle 
of the lake there is a huge stone which resembles a crouching tiger. 
Around the edge bamboo grows, but no other trees or grass. The 
lake is like boiling water, blue energy gushes forth. The peak is 

                                            
63 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 57a, 511. 
64 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 57a, 513. 
65 仰見富士山。壓臨馬首。一帶白雲。遍藏腰下。頂上則白雪皚皚。上下光景。
無非活畫明 (Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 57a, 513). 
66舟中望見富士山。嵬然露半面於天末。遠可四日程。而它山不能掩。可知其

高大。Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 56b, 510.  
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covered all year round by snow, which never melts. No trees grow 
on the bald mid-slopes, which are only covered by white sand that 
one can not climb. Beneath the mid-slopes grow small pines. There 
are great waterfalls that become a river. Regardless whether the 
weather is cold, hot, rainy, or windy, it is always the same. There is 
a small mountain below it called Arayama 新山.  According to 
legend, one day in Enryaku 21st year (802) of Kammu Tennō the 
cloudy sky turned pitch-dark. Ten days later a new mountain 
appeared. Its appearance was like a lotus with petals in eight layers. 
On the summit there was a pool. The colour of the water was 
blue, which tasted sweet and could cure all illnesses. The holes at 
the edge fumed like clouds at sunrise. This kind of story is exagge- 
rated and not credible.  The appearance of the mountain lacks pure 
outstanding quality (淸秀), but it soars out of the landscape, loo- 
king down on all the surrounding mountains and suppressing them. 
It can be seen from a distance of 5 or 6 days [journey] all around. In 
the south, even in winter there is not a single snow flake, but the 
peak (of Mt Fuji) is covered by snow in all four seasons. In the 
rainy season or in the high summer the snow does not melt or 
reduce, so one can say it is divine and extraordinary 靈異.67 

 
Hakone Lake 箱根湖 
The envoy party ascended the mountain towards Hakone Lake. Hogok 
noted that the lake facing Fuji Mountain had beautiful scenery sur- 
rounded by mountains. The Lake was ‘clear, blue, secluded, and so deep 
it was not possible to see the bottom. According to a popular saying, nine 
dragons live in the lake, hence no fish or prawns can survive in it and 
people would not approach too close to it.’68   
 
Edo 江戶 
After travelling through Kanagawa (神奈川) and Shinagawa (品川) the 
delegation finally arrived at Edo on the 2nd day of the 10th month. The 
crowds of spectators at the road-side were like a wall. There was a great 
number of onlookers on hired boats in the sea as well.69  
  
                                            
67 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 57b-58a, 516f. Hogok composed a long poem to commemorate 
his sight of Mt. Fuji (Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 57b-58a, 517-523). 
68 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 57b, 516. 
69初二日壬午.觀光者絡繹不絶.自此至江 。一邊傍海。一邊人家鱗次相屬。觀者

森如堵墻。乘船浮海而觀者亦遍一帶 (Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 58b-59a, 529). 
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Hogok’s description of Edo is eloquent and well-documented with sharp 
observations: 
 

After passing the 28 gates of the boundary zone and four large brid- 
ges the envoys arrived in the centre of Edo. One could not imagine 
the high density of flourishing shops and people. The residences of 
military official households are furnished with pale yellow blinds, 
silk curtains, and red quilts. Female servants were standing outside 
in a circle. Shissei 執政 (administrators) and military officials all 
came out to see the procession of the Korean delegation. Many of 
them were holding their swords straight. It was said that the 
Kanpaku was silently watching the procession as well. Before rea- 
ching the official residence, a tall newly-built wall of wooden 
boards stretched at least 4-5 li (around 2km).  

 
Apparently there had been a big fire a week before on the 24th of the 9th 
month, and that several thousand houses had burnt down and could not 
be repaired in time. The wooden boards were put up so as not to show 
the heaps of ash. To delay them on their way the envoys were asked to 
stop in several places before they could reach Edo, even though Korean 
envoys urged on Sō Yoshinari, the Tsushima Daimyō that they should 
hasten on their journey to deliver King Hyojong’s official letter to the 
Shōgun.  
 In the evening they arrived at Honzei-ji (本誓寺, founded in 718). 
This temple had been Tokugawa Ieyasu’s 德川家康 private prayer hall  
(願堂).  
 Hogok describes the geography and history of Edo, also Kamakura 
鎌倉 or Tōbu 東武, and explains the origin of the title of Kanpaku 
which derives from the period of Emperor Seiwa 淸和 (858-876) when 
the Emperor’s maternal uncle Fujiwara no Yoshifune 藤原良房 was 
Regent and took the title of Kanpaku 關伯. Thereafter throughout Japa- 
nese history it was the Kanpaku who held real political power. In 1655 
the Kanpaku Tokugawa Ietsuna, son of Iemitsu and fourth-generation 
descendant of Ieyasu, was 16 years old.  
 Hogok was impressed by the grandeur of the Edo castle and the town 
itself: 

 
The Tokugawa castle is located on the north-west side of Edo, 
built on a strong stone foundation and surrounded by a moat. The 
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castle has an outer castle of administrators’ and military officers’ 
residences and government offices, and an inner keep with a 
seven-storey tower in the centre, Tenshudai 天守臺, the look-out 
tower of the Kanpaku. The fabulous building in gold and green 
with the flying roof appeared like crouching and soaring dragon 
and phoenix.  
  
There were so many uncountable shops and alleys, and endless 
rows of splendid houses. The number of households was similar to 
Ōsaka but much greater than Wakyō (Kyōto). However, regarding 
its strategic position and the fertility of the land, Edo is not compa- 
rable with either city.70 

 
On the 8th day of the 10th month, the envoys attired in their official robes 
delivered the Chosŏn sovereign’s message, kuksŏ 國書. Hogok describes 
vividly and in great detail this most significant event of his journey as 
follows (Figs. 4 & 5):  
  

A military band and ceremonial insignia (flags, spears etc.) pre- 
ceded the envoys’ palanquins. The castle was comprised of three 
parts: outer, middle and inner. Over 60 [provincial] governors and 
several hundred military officers in full official attire took their 
places in the hall of the inner castle. The Royal Message was placed 
next to the Kanpaku. After bowing to the Kanpaku, all the Japa- 
nese officials lined up outside. The hall had three quite low plinths. 
The Kanpaku was sitting on the top plinth facing south. The plinth 
was neither high nor grand and there was no coloured decoration. 
The three Korean envoys were led to the lower plinth and bowed 
four times.  [Hogok could observe] the Kanpaku’s appearance as 
his seat was quite close to the Korean envoys. He had a black hat 
with long bands. His outfit was in white, and he appeared thin and 
gaunt, still an unfledged boy. The Korean gifts were displayed 
outside the hall. The envoys held the ceremony presenting them 
according to the etiquette observed on previous missions. When 
the envoys took their place in the outer hall, the interpreter rela- 
yed the Kanpaku’s greeting. “Does your honoured country pros- 
per? You are safe and well after crossing sea and mountains. I am 
unable to contain my joy and happiness”. The envoys reciprocated, 
and took their places along the east wall. The Kanpaku was served 
with five dishes on a golden table. The envoys also received golden 
tables. One of the military officers knelt in front of the Kanpaku 

                                            
70 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 58b, 59a, 529-531.  
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holding a golden [wine] bottle and a pottery cup (土杯).71 The 
Korean envoys ascended the plinth, drank the wine offered by the 
Kanpaku, and bowed twice. The Kanpaku soon retired, asking the 
Korean envoys to take part in the banquet.  

 
In the next hall the envoys sat on both east and west sides to 
receive the feast. The pedestals carved with cloud motifs and the 
flower table ornaments were exquisite (Fig. 6). [Hogok] had never 
seen before such finery. The officials with black hats and in red 
robes were high-ranking military officials. The Kanpaku was sit- 
ting behind the blinds to watch. There were also many people who 
watched furtively.  

 
After the banquet when they were about to leave, it was raining. 
The Kanpaku offered over one hundred umbrellas to the Koreans 
and their servants. When they returned to their guest house in the 
Honzen-ji temple, Hogok retrieved all the umbrellas and returned 
them to the castle. Kanemori Akira, Minister of State, who was 
relaying the Kanpaku’s words to the Korean officials, had a digni- 
fied bearing, but his arms were covered in hair. This 72 year old 
man was thoughtful and wise, certainly he was the most able and 
resolute person among the ministers.  

 
Hogok noted further that the delivery of the Royal message was swifter 
than on the previous embassy, and there were no awkward paragraphs to 
deal with. He admired the conduct and the etiquette of the Japanese 
hosts which was courteous, gentle and discreet. There was not a single bit 
of arrogance in their manner, he wrote.72 
 Early the next day (9th day of the 10th month) there was an earth- 
quake. The sound was like thunder. The ridge beam was shaking and 
rumbling. Hogok wrote that such a geological phenomenon was not 
known in Korea. 73  
  

                                            
71 This appears to be a fine pottery cup, rather than a porcelain one. After the Hideyoshi 
invasion Japanese nobles drank tea and wine in Korean punch’ong type pottery bowls or 
cups. 
72 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 59b, 60a, 532-535. 
73 初九日己未 陰。留江 .曉頭地震。聲如巨雷。屋樑撓鳴。非我國之所聞也 
(Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 60a, 535). Two days later, on the 11th day of the 10th month, 
Hogok experienced another earthquake. Hogok apparently was unaware of historical 
records showing that Koreans had experienced earthquakes during the Silla and Koryŏ 
periods. 
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Hayashi Seikan Sabuko 林靖函三子, son of Hayashi Razan, came to 
see Hogok with some interesting questions. Was there a Minister of 
the Board of Rites (吏曹) in Chosŏn? Hogok answered that there 
was. He further asked why the Chosŏn replies to Japanese official 
letters were sent by a vice-minister (參判). Hogok replied, “In your 
country there is Tennō, but the Kanpaku replies to all the letters 
from our country. It is the same rule.” The man could not respond 
but only smiled. Hogok also heard that the Lord of Satsuma 
(薩摩守) from Ryūkyū had sent envoys, but the Kanpaku did not 
receive them, letting them be treated by a minister. Hogok had also 
heard that merchants from Zhangzhou 漳州 in Fujian Province 
福建省 often came from Nagasaki Island 長崎島 to kowtow and 
offer goods as tribute. Hogok could not believe everything as they 
were boasting, but he thought there should be some truth in what 
they said.74 
 The Tsushima Daimyō Minamoto Yoshinari’s son Yoshimasa 
義眞,who with the monk Shōhaku 紹栢 had accompanied the 
Korean envoys all the way from Tsushima to Edo, begged Hogok to 
send the ceremonial orator, calligrapher, painter and archers to his 
house to entertain the administrators. He also asked Hogok to write 
calligraphy of three large characters ‘騰雲殿Tŭng Un Chŏn, Hall of 
Climbing to the Clouds’ which he did.75 
 On the 13th day of the 10th month, Hogok sent some presents to 
the senior priest Genryō 元良, following the previous custom. The 
priest sent a polite reply together with five reams of paper which 
Hogok distributed to the attendants.  Genryō was a pivotal figure as 
he took care of national documents from Chosŏn. His studio name 
was Konchi-in 金地院. Hogok comments that Genryō’s poems and 
writings were precise, and his words careful and sincere.76 Genryō 

                                            
74 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 60a, 535f.  
75 義眞送華牋乞得書迹。柏僧亦送紙請書騰雲殿三大字。幷書給之  

(Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 60a, 537). 
76元良修答書送五卷紙。受之分給下輩。以其書辭甚恭。又非無名之饋故也。

元良卽主管我國文書者也。號金地院。詩文頗精。言語甚謹恪  (Haehaeng 
ch’ongjae V, 60b, 538). Hogok notes Genryō’s studio name was Konchi-in, but 
this is one of the subtemples in the Nanzen-ji compound, where the eminent Zen 
monks resided. See below f.n. 77.    
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was the 274th Abbot of Nanzen-ji in Kyōto. Together with Hayashi 
Razan, he composed the official correspondence sent to the Chosŏn 
sovereign.77 Hogok’s poem dedicated to the Abbot Genryō has been 
preserved (Fig. 9). 
 The next important mission of the envoys was to go to Nikkō for 
the offering ceremony at the Tokugawa shrine. They started on the 
14th day of the 10th month. He noticed that people living in the area 
on the way to Nikkō were poorer than those in the affluent west 
coast towns.78  
 
Tokujirō 德次良  
On the 17th day of the 10th month the Korean delegation stopped at 
Tokujirō 德次良. There were some 40 decaying thatched huts. But 
the vegetation and the trees made the place a scenic wonder. 
Between bamboo groves and maple trees, the misty dwellings 
created the feeling of flying. The Daimyō of Kōzuke Province上野州 
(present Gumma Prefecture 群馬州) sent out a messenger to greet 
the envoys. He knelt on the road in expression of the utmost respect. 
In Imaichi (present Imabari 今治) 500-600 houses were built along 
the stream and sugi (cypress) were planted between the fields. 
There were trees all the way to Nikkō without a break. The scenery 
became secluded and magnificent.79  
 Hogok lamented in his poem ‘Tokujirō’ that the local Japanese 
had tattoos on the body and cut their hair short, in contrast to the 
gloriously beautiful environment.80  
  

                                            
77 Chōsen tsūshinshi. Kinsei nihyakunen no Ni-Kan bunka kōryū, (1985); 62. The eminent 
monks resident in Konchi-in were figures for Tokugawa Shōguns. Their fluent know- 
ledge of classic Chinese enabled them to assist the successive Shōguns to deal with all 
diplomatic documents and to write important official letters to foreign rulers. See Tsuji 
Yoshinosuke 辻善之助 , “Kokui no saishyō. Konchi-in Sūden  黑衣の宰相. 
金地院崇慱” (2). Shien 史苑 (1918): 131-166. 
78 自此田野闊遠。頗有空曠之地。人 蕭條。亦多凋殘之處。不及西路之盛矣 
(Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 61a, 543). 
79 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 61b, 546. 
80 如何濡足褰裳地。盡是文身斷髮人 (Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 61b, 548).  
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The 18th day of the 10th month: On the way to Mt. Nikkō one large 
village had hedges of tangerines and oranges and a clean stream with 
a rushing sound. It was out of this world.  There was also a huge 
torrent under the [Divine] bridge, sending up rongmi 瀧尾 ‘plumes 
of spray’.81 
 
Tōshōgū 東照宮 in Nikkō 日光 
On the 18th day of the 10th month, attired in their official robes, the 
envoys went to Tōshōgū, the shrine to Tokugawa Ieyasu, consecrated in 
1636.82 Hogok wrote about the visit and the ceremony held at Tōshōgū as 
follows:  
 

The front courtyard was paved with bricks and enclosed with a 
stone wall. The stone gate had octagonal pillars 7-8 feet in height. 
On the name board of the gate, written ‘Tōshō Daigongen’東照大
權現 ‘Great Deity of the East Shining Light’. The temples on both 
sides have roof tiles of copper, covered in gold. One could not 
count how many bays these buildings have. The intricate sculptu- 
res and fabulous decoration were dazzling. 

 
On the west side was the five-storey pagoda, also of soaring height 
and magnificence. It was very steep and tall. The stonework also 
was extremely skilful. 

 
Two bell towers were situated on the east and west sides of the 
temple. The bronze bell presented by the Chosŏn envoys in 1643 
was hanging in the east tower.83  In the west tower there was a 
very strange ‘bell’, said to be from the Southern barbarians (Fig. 
7).84 

                                            
81 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 61b, 549. Sŏng Nak-hun transcribed 瀧尾 롱미 rongmi as 
sangmi 상미 (p. 549). 
82 The first Korean mission to include Tōshōgu in its itinerary was that of 1636, followed 
by the 1643 mission. The 1655 mission was the third time that Koreans had visited 
Nikkō.  
83 The inscription on the bell discloses the casting date, ‘imo year of Chongzhen’ 
(崇禎壬午 1642). This was some years after 1638 when the Korean king had been forced, 
in order to avert the threat of a Manchu invasion, to surrender to Abahai (later Emperor 
Taizong). Nevertheless, the Koreans remained loyal to Ming and continued to use Ming 
reign names, here Chongzhen. 
84 Hogok did not realize that this was not a bell but a lantern dōrō 燈, presented to the 
shōgun in 1643 by the Dutch East India Company (V.O.C.).  
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A stone trough on a multi-layered stone plinth was in the west 
courtyard. It had a hole in the middle connected with a spring, so 
that the water gushed; it is called ‘stone boat 石舟sŏkchu’. Only 
the Korean envoys and the two chief interpreters could enter this 
courtyard, all others were not allowed. Entering the gate one found 
two pavilions on east and west sides. Musical instruments were 
displayed in the east pavilion, while the west pavilion exhibited 
two golden palanquins which Ieyasu used to take.  
 
The envoys entered another part of the Tōshōgū, Gongendō 
權現堂. This shrine to Ieyasu’s deified form has five columns. 
All the columns and the wall were decorated with pure gold 
leaf. Dragons and phoenixes were as if flying, demonstrating 
extra- vagance and superb craftsmanship. Inside the hall the 
image of Ieyasu was enshrined. It was dark and dim and 
[Hogok] could not see it.  

 
He continues in his diary:  
 

A small hall was newly-built in front of the shrine so that Korean 
envoys could perform the ceremony. A wooden dais was placed 
for incense. Fruits and other foods were displayed on the stairs. A 
horse was brought into the courtyard as a respectful present. On 
the east side of the yard were over fifty [Japanese] musicians and 
boy dancers. They had flower hats and silk costumes, similar to 
those of Korean performers. They set up golden banners with 
phoenix finials. These banners had golden bells, so that when the 
wind blew, they made tinkling sounds. The music was light, high 
pitched, short and quick and yet rhythmic. On the west side of the 
courtyard were seated several hundred officials and monks in silk 
robes. Two monks wearing gold brocade robes (金縷衣)85 opened 
the shrine door and rolled up the beaded blind. The envoys entered 
into the shrine, bowed, and offered incense. After completing the 
ceremony, the envoys were led by two young boys in brocade 
robes holding ceremonial staffs with phoenix finials (kŭmjŏl 
金節).86 The officiant monk Bishamon (Vaisravana) wearing a bro- 

                                            
85 Jin Lüyi 金縷衣 or gold brocade robes appear in a very well known poem by the early 
9th century Tang court lady Du Zhongyang 杜仲陽, also known as Du Qiuniang 杜秋娘, 
who became the favourite of Emperor Xianzong (r.306-820). Cf.  
http://cd1.edb.hkedcity.net/cd/chi/jilei_2010/pdf_shi/jilei_shi_060.pdf 
86 In ancient China jinjie, (K. kŭmjŏl) was a tally made of gold, originally used as an 
identification piece. Since the Sui dynasty this was used as a ceremonial implement. The 
illustration of jinjie is found in Sancai tuhui 三才圖繪. Han Han Tasajŏn 漢韓大辭典 
(Seoul, Chipmundang): 1572.  Cf. http://baike.baidu.com/item/金節/20043 
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cade kasaya, came down from the east courtyard, turned his back 
on the shrine, and respectfully bowed to the envoys. He was 
plump, and had a funny way of walking.  After that the envoys 
headed to Taiyūin 大猷院 , the shrine of Tokugawa Iemitsu, 
located on the west slope of the mountain, about one li from 
Gongendō. The stone basin, multi-storey pagoda, staircase, court- 
yard, and the shrine itself all imitated Gongendō, but were even 
more splendid, shining in gold and blue. The envoys enshrined His 
Majesty’s calligraphy (Fig. 8) and displayed all the gifts and offe- 
rings (incense, candles) on the staircase. Musical instruments and 
lanterns were already displayed outside the columns (楹外). The 
diplomatic guests bowed and burnt incense. The ceremonial orator 
read the prayer (prepared in the Chosŏn court before the delega- 
tion embarked on their journey). They bowed again, then left.  
 
Through the interpreter Hong the Koreans sought to burn the pra- 
yer and the offerings for the ceremony they had brought from 
Korea, but the Japanese hosts became nervous and said: “These are 
treasures which will be passed down generation after generation. 
At the previous honoured visit, they were not burnt. [Korean] eti- 
quette may dictate that you do so, but we beg you to accept our 
request.” 
 
The envoys accepted their petition. Returning to the rest hall the 
Korean envoys presented fine ramie and writing equipment (brush 
and ink) brought from Korea to the monk Bishamon and Abbot 
Kadoseki 門跡. Bishamon reciprocated and sent to each envoy one 
hundred rolls of cotton. Monzeki (Prince-Abbot), who was the 
younger brother of the Tennō, sent to each envoy one hundred 
ingots of white gold. However, the envoys refused them all.87 

 
Mt. Nikkō 日光山   
Hogok further recorded his impression of Mt Nikkō: 
 

Nikkō-yama is also called Futara-san 二荒山. The mountain has no 
sharp peaks but the valleys are deep and wide, with a lake, whose 
circumference is several tens of li. The path to the peak has nine 
bends and is difficult to climb. During the reign of Kammu Tennō 
(781-806) the monk Shōdō 勝道 built a temple at the lake...when 
one prays there during a drought, it is said to be efficacious. 
 

                                            
87 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 61b, 62a, 549. 
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The temple Jakukō-ji 寂光寺 is located on the mountain slope. 
The waterfall was magnificent and sugi cypresses and cedars were 
reaching to the sky. It is said that three of the cypresses are 
particularly efficacious. The village in the middle of this forest was 
flourishing. Along the river were rows of houses. The scenery 
looked like a painting and the people walking there appeared like 
immortals. Mt. Nikkō can not compare with Fuji Mountain in 
shape, grandeur and height. But how the entrance of valleys are 
shielded around (洞門之回抱) and the arrangement of the peaks 
make Nikkō truly superior. It is obvious why two generations of 
the Minamoto family (i.e. Tokugawa Ieyasu and Iemitsu) decided 
to have shrines in that mountain.88 

 
The day excursion to Nikkō appeared to Hogok as just “a dream journey 
to a transcendent realm of immortals.” 
 
Exchange of Gifts in Edo 江戶  
The 25th day of the 10th month: the Korean envoys received the 
letter and reciprocal gifts from the Kanpaku. Armour, helmets and 
swords exceeded in number those received on the previous mission. 
Yoshinari relayed Ietsuna’s response: 
 

His Majesty the Korean King sent three envoys and congratulated 
me on inheriting the Shogunate, and performed the sacrificial rite 
at Nikkō. This is a great honour and I can not conceal my gratitude. 
I would like to express my utmost sincerity with these goods of no 
value, please accept them.89 

 
There were further gifts of silver and cotton from the Kanpaku to 
the envoys. The Korean envoys refused to accept these saying: “As 
His Royal Highness presented them to us, they should not be 
refused. But to receive such valuables personally is not appropriate, 
therefore we should decline them.” They asked Yoshinari to relay 
their intention. The Japanese did not say anything. But the other 
Korean officials, the chief interpreter, the ceremony orator (讀祝官), 
the interpreter-clerk (上通事), middle and lower ranking officials all 
received presents. Silver (not pure silver, but 70 percent silver 
丁銀) and rolls of cotton totalled 3,580, the same quantity as those 

                                            
88 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 62a, 552. 
89 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 63a, 561. 
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received by the previous mission. 90  After the musical rite was 
finished, Hogok opened Ietsuna’s letter to check if there was any 
sign of arrogance. If Japanese official correspondence showed inapp- 
ropriate expressions or simply used wrong wording, such letters 
were returned, until the envoys received the corrected versions.91   
 Hogok had observed on other occasions (e.g. in his diary for the 
29th day of the 10th month) that the Japanese were careless in 
writing Chinese, using incorrect words, for instance the guest house 
of the envoys sukso 宿所 was written as ‘Ŏ sukso御宿所’ and the 
list of dishes ch’anmul mulmok 饌物物目 was described as ‘chinsang 
進上 presented to the king’.92 
 Hogok received only the Japanese reciprocal presents for the 
Board of Rites, but he and the other two envoys wrote a stern letter 
that Japanese should not send personal gifts to Korean delegation. 
This was intended to prevent private trade between low-ranking 
Chosŏn delegation members and their Japanese counterparts which 
would result in misuse of their official positions. The Chosŏn court 
would send a formal letter to trade such materials as sulphur and 
orpiment. 93 
 Two days later on the 27th, Yoshinari relayed to the Korean 
envoys the reaction of the Japanese ministers about the returned 
gifts. He informed Hogok that some were quite embarrassed and 
one was very angry. They said that the Chosŏn envoys had despised 
Japan, and they should reject their presents to them as well. 
Another minister explained that declining gifts is Korean custom of 
politeness, and they should try again to have them accepted. The 
matter may have been resolved, as Hogok did not comment further. 
                                            
90 On the gifts received from Japanese, see Min Deak-kee [Dŏk-ki], “Chosŏn fugi tae Il 
t’ongsin sahaengi kidaehan pandae kŭpbu –Ilbon esŏ padŭn saryedan ŭi ch’ŏri wa 
kwallyŏn hayŏ 조선후기 대 일 통신사 사행이 기대한 반대급품 –일본에서 받은 
사례단의 처리와 관련하여” (Rewards Expected by Communication Delegates 
Dispatched to Japan in the Late Joseon era – On the disposition of precious clothes 
received from Japan), Hanil kwan’gyesa yŏn’gu 韓日關係史硏究 24 (2006): 211-247.  
91 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 63a, 561.  
92 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 63b, 64a, 565. 
93 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 63a/b, 562, 564. Sŏgye 書契 were official communications 
between the Chosŏn government and Japan. There was a special division of the 
office which provided formal correspondence for trading or requesting of specific 
goods.  
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Later he heard that the Daimyō of Tsushima Yoshinari had been 
richly rewarded by Ietsuna with a precious sword and a fine horse to 
his son for negotiating and accompanying Korean envoys to Edo. 94 
 On the 28th of the 10th month on the way to Yoshinari’s farewell 
banquet in Edo, the envoys once again experienced the enormous 
packed crowd of onlookers of the procession, passing the east gate 
and for several miles to the north. Hogok noticed that there were 
quite a few very handsome pale-faced and beautiful men and 
women. He noted that the Japanese he saw in Osaka. Kyōto and Edo 
are all similar, but those from Edo appeared to him the best-looking. 
Hogok was such a keen observer! It is quite possible that he saw 
Kabuki actors and possibly geishas there since the Yoshiwara enter- 
tainment district was located near Nihonbashi where the Korean 
delegation passed through.  
 Yoshinari’s mansion was grand and extravagant. Yoshinari and his 
son in official robes came out to receive the Korean envoys. The 
official banquet (公宴) was notified to the Kanpaku. A great num- 
ber of guests came. In the garden Hogok found a lake with a small 
artificial island with rare flowers and plants, almost equal to the 
Shōgun’s Edo castle. 
 Entertainers were brought in, appearing similar to Korean clowns 
or Chinese magicians. Such entertainment during the banquet was 
regarded as the utmost cordial hospitality towards the highly 
esteemed foreign guests. After the ‘dance performance’ and drinking 
wine, the envoys returned to their official guest house. 95 
 
Return Journey and Gifts Received 
On the 30th of the 10th month the delegation started to prepare for 
their return journey by the same land and sea route. On their return, 
the envoys brought to the Chosŏn court Tokugawa Ietsuna’s letter to 
King Hyojong, letters and presents from many administrators. The reci- 
procal gift  items Koreans received from Kanpaku were typical Japanese 
artefacts; large and long swords, helmets, gold and silver screens 
金銀屛風, silver stands 銀臺子, tea utensils in silver; cooking pots 爐釜, 
                                            
94 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 63b, 563. 
95 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V, 63b, 564. Hogok notes in his diary (the 28th day of the 
10th month) hwadae 花臺, which may have been a traditional dance performance. 
Cf. Han’guk minjok munhwa tae paekwa sajŏn, http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/ 
Contents/Index?contents_id=E0055242. 
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ewers 水壺, ladles 杓立, and water jars complete with their lids 
水滴整蓋置. From other Japanese dignitaries Koreans received writing 
equipment, paper, candle stand, makie 蒔繪 lacquer food containers, mir- 
rors and boxes, glass bowls, alum and black pepper etc.96    
 They finally arrived in Pusan on the 10th of the 2nd month in the 
following pyŏngsin 丙申year (1656), ten months after they had left. 
 
Conclusion 
Everywhere the envoys went in Japan they were welcomed by the local 
officials with the utmost courtesy, receiving the best treatment with 
abundant and exquisite delicate foods and local specialities served on 
sumptuously decorated tables. He noted also the strange customs of 
Japanese, how they cut their hair short, wearing only sandals (geta), trai- 
ling their clothes on the floor, and their lack of respect towards older 
people. The Japanese requests for calligraphy, paintings and poems were 
overwhelming. On the other hand Hogok geniunely admired Japanese 
politeness, the clean guest houses which in some places had been spe- 
cially built for receiving the Korean dignitaries, and he enjoyed the out- 
standing scenery of the east coast, Mt. Fuji, Hakone Lake, and Mt. Nikkō.  
He discribed vividly the enormous crowds of Japanese on the roadsides, 
in rivers, on boats and mountain hills to view the spectacle of the pro- 
cession of Korean envoys. 
 He noticed the prosperous cities and quantity of luxurious goods in 
shops, and how the Japanese economy was growing through trade with 
South-east Asian countries, observing the ships mooring at the ports in 
Ōsaka and Nagasaki. However as with most Chosŏn literary officials, 
Japanese economic and commercial growth and wealth through trade 
were not his primary concern. 
 What is also clear is that Hogok was extremely well prepared for the 
journey. There are frequent references to the precedents set by earlier 
missions, in terms of the protocols observed and the number of gifts 
exchanged. In the conversation with Hayashi Seikan Sabuko, Hogok 
proves to be very well-informed about the conduct of relations 
between Chosŏn and Japan, leaving his questioner quite lost for 
words. The ten-month diplomatic journey was exhausting and dange- 
rous, especially during the voyage due to the treacherous sea and unfore- 

                                            
96 Haehaeng ch’ongjae V. 75a/b, 655- 661. 
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seeable weather conditions.  During the journey, Hogok records seasick- 
ness and vomiting, and not feeling well. He often suffered insomnia and 
stomach discomfort for which he had to take various medicines.   
 His filial piety and his loyalty towards his King are poignantly depic- 
ted. We find frequent notes of his dreams of his parents, and occasionally 
of his wife and his son as well. After bowing to his parents, he would tell 
them what an arduous trip he had to take and all things he had 
experienced in Japan. When he awoke he was unbearably sad to find 
himself still in the distant country Japan (see the poem written on the 
29th day of the 8th month). He longed to return to his own country. On 
the 18th day of the 10th month when he returned to his lodging from 
Nikkō Mountain, he was awestruck by the enormous distance between 
Nikkō and Pusan (4,960 li) and he felt hopeless about returning home. 
Some of his observations are heartrending. 
 He composed almost every night two, three or more poems, expres- 
sing his filial piety and his loyalty towards the King. Others contain sharp 
and thoughtful observations of scenery or people he encountered during 
his long trip. His vast knowledge and easily drawn vocabulary and poetic 
allusions from Chinese are striking. These poems are the testimony of his 
superb literary talent. They seem to flow untrammelled at his finger tips. 
Regrettably only a few of them could be cited in this short paper.  
 Throughout Pusangnok we notice that whenever the luxury gifts or 
fine food offered to Chosŏn envoys appeared excessive or inappropriate, 
the envoys declined to take them and returned them to their Japanese 
hosts. If the latter insisted with their offer of fine food, Hogok distributed 
those delicacies to the lower-ranking members of the delegation and to 
the Japanese sedan bearers and servants.  This measured attitude often 
appeared strict or even severe.  Hogok kept his dignity and propriety as a 
responsible and exemplary official. Such ethical conduct and austerity 
was the embodiment of a scholar gentleman of the Chosŏn dynasty. 
 
Epilogue 
When Hogok returned from Japan, King Hyojong allowed him to take 
six months saga toksŏ 賜暇讀書 Bestowed Leisure for Reading, a kind of 
sabbatical free from any administrative work. This was an enlightened 
system provided by the reigning monarch to nurture gifted young Confu- 
cian scholar-officials. Later that year (1656) Hogok Nam Yong-ik took 
the civil service examination and passed as changwŏn壯元, the top- sco- 
ring candidate. He took various prominent official posts including Mini- 
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ster of Board of Rites Yejo P’ansŏ 禮曹判書(1683), Yanggwan Taejehak 
兩館大提學 Director of Two Offices, i.e. Office of Royal Decree 
Yemun’gwan 藝文館 and Office of Special Counsellors Hongmungwan 
弘文館 (1687), and lastly Minister of Board of Personnel 吏曹判書 
(1687). He was an erudite, thoughtful and cultivated scholar official and a 
gifted writer and poet as manifested in Pusangnok. 
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Fig. 1a, 1b, 1c.  
Map of the route of the 1655 Chosŏn embassy to Nikkō (After: Taikei Chōsen 
tsūshinshi. Zenrin to yūkō no kiroku. Vol. 3) 
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Fig. 2  
Sŏlt’an Han Si-gak 雪灘韓時覺(1621- ?), “P’odae hwasang 布袋和尙”. Ink on paper. 106 
x 29.2 cm. Kyōto Kōrai Bijutsukan. (After: Taikei Chōsen tsūshinshi. Zenrin to yūkō no 
kiroku. Vol. 3, p. 47) 
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Fig. 3 
Scenes of Kyōto: Rakuchū rakugai zu. Edo period. 17th century. One of a pair of 
six-panel folding screens; ink and colour on gold-leafed paper. 155.8 x 361.8 cm. 
Accesssion No. 11.7285 
(http://www.mfa.org/collections/object/inside-and-outside-the-capital-26253) 
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Figs. 4a, 4b 
Kanō Masunobu (1625-1694). 
“1655 Korean Envoys Entering the Edo castle” Eight-panel screen. Colour and gold on 
paper. Each screen 166.7 x 501.6 cm. Sennyū-ji, Kyōto. (After: Taikei Chōsen tsūshinshi. 
Zenrin to yūkō no kiroku. Vol. 3, pp. 38, 39) 
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Figs 5a, 5b 
Kanō Masunobu (1625-1694). 
“1655 Korean Envoys Delivering Royal Epistle to Tokugawa Ietsuna”. Eight-panel screen. 
Colour and gold on paper. Each screen 166.7 x 501.6 cm. Sennyū-ji, Kyōto. (After: Taikei 
Chōsen tsūshinshi. Zenrin to yūkō no kiroku. Vol. 3, pp. 38, 39) 
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Fig. 6   
Floral decoration and banqueting table for Korean envoys. Edo period. (After: Taikei 
Chōsen tsūshinshi. Zenrin to yūkō no kiroku. Vol. 3, pp. 114, 115) 
 

 
 
Fig. 7 
Korean bronze bell, Chosŏn (1642) 
H. 110 cm; D. 90 cm, Dragon loop H. 25 cm. (After: Taikei Chōsen tsūshinshi. Zenrin to 
yūkō no kiroku. Vol. 2) 
 
Dutch bronze lantern, gift from the Dutch East India Company (V.O.C.) presented to 
the shōgun in 1643. (After: Taikei Chōsen tsūshinshi. Zenrin to yūkō no kiroku. Vol. 2) 
Both in Tōshōgu, Nikkō 
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Fig. 8 
King Hyojong’s Calligraphy (1655) in Tōshōgu, Nikkō. 靈山法界崇孝淨院, Pure Hall of 
Respecting Filial Piety in the Spirit Mountain. 
Ink on silk. (After: Taikei Chōsen tsūshinshi. Zenrin to yūkō no kiroku. Vol. 3, p. 20) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 9  
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Fig. 10  
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